
6th - 8th Grade 
 Family Fun Math Activity Ideas 

 
Great Resources for More Ideas 
https://www.weareteachers.com/topics/math/ 
https://www.education.com/activity/math/ 
http://www.mathblaster.com/parents/math-activities 
https://www.mathgames.com/graphing 
 

1. Distance = Rate x Time- See how fast their hot wheel car will go, or how fast can 
they run.  Have them measure the distance, time how long it takes them to run or 
the car to go then find its rate by dividing the distance by the time. 

2. SKUNK - on a sheet of paper write out the word SKUNK and put a line between 
each letter.   Each letter is a different round of the game.  At the beginning of each 
round you stand up then a pair of dice are rolled. (Everyone playing uses that roll 
of the dice; unlike other games, players do not roll the dice for just themselves.) A 
player gets the total of the dice and records it in his or her column, unless a "one" 
comes up.  If a "one" comes up, play is over for that round and all the player's 
points in that column are wiped out.  If "double ones" come up, all points 
accumulated in prior columns are wiped out as well.  If a "one" doesn't occur, the 
player may choose either to try for more points on the next roll (by continuing to 
stand) or to stop and keep what he or she has accumulated (by sitting down). 

Note: If a "one" or "double ones" occur on the very first roll of a round, 
then that round is over and each player must take the consequences. 

3. Playing card War- You need a deck of cards and many different options to play 
with this depending on which one you want to do 

a. Adding War-  All the red cards are negative and black cards are positive. 
Ace - 11 Jack - 12 Queen - 13 King - 14.  You pull 2 cards out and add them 
whoever has the largest number wins those cards you can also play who 
has the smallest number wins. 

b. Multiplication War - Red cards are negative and black are positive and you 
multiply them together whoever has the largest or smallest number 
whichever one you want to do wins those cards.  The person with the most 
cards wins.  Or you can add up your cards at the end using the negative 
positive rules to find your winner. 
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